
The Softer Side of Healthcare

GREATER
SAVINGS

FASTER INFECTION
PROTECTION

Save on  
man-hours, 

workers’ 
compensation 

claims and reduce 
hospital acquired 
infections (hai’s).

Install or replace 
your cubicle 

curtains in less 
than a minute!

The regular 
exchange of 

cubicle curtains 
facilitated by 

easy removal/
installation puts 

infection control in 
your control!



Traditional cubicle curtains may require 
you to have multiple widths and lengths of 
curtains for specific areas within your facility. 
Oftentimes, the inventory can be a headache 
to manage. With the On The Right Track® 
system, you can have one curtain universally 
throughout the whole facility! If needed, we 
can drop the track to make one consistent 
track height throughout the facility. Easy to 
manage, easy to change, easy to launder! 

Who needs an old fashioned cubicle curtain 
system with noisy hooks and chains that is so 
time consuming and poses unnecessary liability 
and risk? On The Right Track® is uniquely 
different. Our patented split ring technology 
allows our curtains to glide silently along our 
patented rail system. 

It will improve patient satisfaction and decrease 
disruption. Without hooks or chains, the curtain 
exchanges can be managed in less than one 
minute while standing on the ground.

We offer core MIP colours that meet the 
Canadian fire code CAN/ULC-S109-14. If 
you have a special design in mind, we also 
have the ability to source fabric from leading 
manufacturers to create custom curtains that 
meet your needs. 

* Colours also available for window curtain options. Contact your local 
   Sales Consultant for more information.

This unique patented 

accessory enables 

you to exchange your 

privacy curtains 

effortlessly without 

the use of a ladder. 

With two feet on the 

ground, this is an 

invaluable tool in the 

world of environmental 

services. 

Grey Oat

Muted Indigo Rosemary

ONTHERIGHTTRACK.COM

The On The Right Track® system has features 
that give you flexibility, reliable durability and 
ultimately greater ease of use.

• No hooks or carriers that can get stuck.  

• Our curtains glide silently across the rails.

• The track can be adjusted to achieve one 
universal curtain height in your facility.

• Our patented track system enables our 
cubicle curtains to be removed and replaced 
in seconds.

Also available in window curtains. 

We have the ability to retrofit the On The Right 
Track® system directly into your track, or at your 
option, directly into your ceiling. If you like the 
way your tracks are set up, we can simply add on 
without the disruption of taking any tracks down. 
The possibilities are endless!

How it works

THE TRACK

MULTIPLE TEXTILE CHOICES*

THE GRABBER®

THE PATENTED RINGS

 LEVERAGE YOUR EXISTING TRACK

THE MODULAR PANEL SYSTEM



LITCHFIELD

PIN DOT MINI SQUARES 

MYSTERY

Eight gauge vinyl, magnets, 
antimicrobially treated, with 
matching colour rings.

100% polyester, dobby 
pattern, water repellent, 
fire retardant, compliant 
with NFPA 701 regulations, 
matching colour rings, 
launderable, quick dry.

100% polyester, water 
repellent, ultrasonic bottom 
hem, magnets, chrome rings, 
no liner required, sheer 
voile window allows extra 
light into the enclosure, 
launderable, quick dry.

100% polyester, water 
repellent, ultrasonic bottom 
hem, magnets, matching 
colour rings, no liner required, 
launderable, quick dry.

SCHP4274/BE BEIGE 42 x 74

SCHP7174/BE BEIGE 71 x 74

SCHP4274/WH WHITE 42 x 74

SCHP7174/WH WHITE 71 x 74

SCHP7180/WH WHITE 71 x 80

SCHMS4274/BE  BEIGE 42 x 74

SCHMS7174/BE BEIGE 71 x 74

SCHMS4274/SG SAGE 42 x 74

SCHMS7174/BE  SAGE  71 x 74

SCHMS4274/BL BLUE 42 x 74

SCHL4274/BE BEIGE 42 x 74

SCHL7174/BE BEIGE 71 x 74

SCHL7180/BE BEIGE 71 x 80

SCHL4274/WH WHITE 42 x 74

SCHL7174/WH WHITE 71 x 74

SCHM4274/BE BEIGE 42 x 74

SCHM7174/BE BEIGE 71 x 74

SCHM7174/WH  WHITE 71 x 74

www.mipinc.com/otrt

Contact us today for more  
information at otrt@mip.ca

Patented hookless® shower curtains

The Softer Side of Healthcare

https://www.facebook.com/MIPInc/
https://twitter.com/mip_inc?lang=en
https://ca.linkedin.com/company/mip-inc
https://www.youtube.com/user/MIPCorporate

